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SUMMARY
The paper presents a special form of finite difference scheme for geometrically nonlinear
analysis of one and two dimensional problems. The method uses energy principles to
derive a set of nonlinear algebraic equations which are solved by using Newton-Raphson
iterative procedure. A study of large deflection and stability behaviour of various structural
Problems is presented and results are compared with available exaet and approximate
Solutions.

RESUME
L'article presente une methode particuliere par differences finies, pour l'analyse geometrique

non linöaire de problemes ä une et deux dimensions. Des equations non lineaires
sont etablies, puis resolues au moyen de la methode d'iteration de Newton-Raphson.
Le comportement de structures du point de vue de la stabilite et des grandes deformations
est presente et les resultats sont compares avec des Solutions disponibles, exaetes et
approchees.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Der Artikel zeigt ein spezielles Differenzen-Schema für die geometrisch nichtlineare
Berechnung von ein- und zweidimensionalen Problemen. Die Methode macht von Energie-
Prinzipien Gebrauch, um ein System von nichtlinearen Gleichungen aufzustellen, welche
mit dem Newton-Raphson Iterationsverfahren gelöst werden. Das Verformungs- und
Stabilitätsverhalten verschiedener Tragwerke werden untersucht und die Ergebnisse mit
genauen Methoden und Näherungsverfahren verglichen.
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1. UJTEODUCTIOJi

Geometrie nanlinearity results in two important classes of Problems
which are well known to the structural engineer - the large deflec-
tion problem and the problem of structural stability. Problems
which involve either large deformation or elastic stability have
become important with the increased use of very thin structural
elements. Jh some cases, such as ship and air craft structures, an
elastic large deflection theory is of special interest, since the
structural components undergo deflections of the order of their
thickness before the onset of plasticity.
A thorough analysis of such structural problems has become possible
only with the development of modern analytical techniques requiring
the use of digital Computers. Basically, there are two distinet
numerical methods for quantitative Solution to such problems:
(1) Pinite difference method and (2) Pinite element method.

The traditianal finite difference approach, known as direct
Substitution method, involves applying the finite difference technique
directly to the derived partial differential equations using can-
Tentional molecule schemes. A second approach, known as energy
method, is to write expressions for strain energies, and to model
differential quantities by difference quantities in the energy
expression. Minimization of the potential energy expressions
yields a set of algebraic equations.

The energy method is superior to the direct Substitution method
because it yields a Symmetrie and positive definite coefficient
matrix, and has to satisfy only the displacement boundary conditions,

In the classical finite element method, the element strain energy
is expressed in terms of the nodal displacements of the element.
Such a process necessarily increases the number of degrees of free-
dom at a node and requires handling of comparatively large size
element matrices which finally results into more Computer storage
and Solution time particularly in nonlinear analysis.

Thus the energy method with finite difference appears to be a
economical alternative to the finite element method since it re-
tains the advantageous properties of symmetry and positive definite-
ness, yet it needs fewer degrees of freedom per node to describe
the deformed configuration of the structure compared to the finite
element method.

The finite difference energy method is well established in the
linear and nonlinear analysis of plate and shell structures [1,2].
A comprehensive discussion of various alternative forms of this
method has been presented by Moor and Schnobrich [£]• However,
most of the approaches using the finite difference energy coneept
are found to be boundary dependent.

Ih this paper a special form of finite difference energy method is
presented, and is called as discrete energy method (DEM), in which
additional degrees of freedom are introduced in terms of the nodal
displacements to make the formulation independent of the boundary
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condition. The development of a discrete energy method for large
deflection analysis of plates and Shells has been earlier reported
by Buragohain and Patodi [3]. The same approach is utilized here
to develop tangential stiffness matrix for a beam and a arch
problem and is applied to study the large deflection and stability
behaviour of various one and two dimensional problems.

2. LARGE DISPLACEMENT ANALYSIS

If {*} represents the vector of the sum of the sum of the internal
and external forces, we can derive the equilibrium equation by
following the principle of Virtual work and can finally write [4]

{*} / [Bl* {<T}dV -{E} (1)

where {fi} represents the external forces due to imposed loads and
[B]is the strain displacement coefficient matrix and relates
strains {£} to displacements |6} as

{e> - [b] {6}

and {o~'} is the stress matrix related to strains |e} through
elasticity matrix [D] by

(2)

{<T} - [D] {£} (3)

Appropriate variations of {*} due to changes d {6} finally
results into [4]

d {M * [K^] d{6}

- ([KL] + [Kj,] + [K^]) d{6} (4)

where [Kj] is the total stiffness matrix and is the sum of linear
stiffness matrix [KjJ, initial displacement matrix [K^] and initial
stress matrix [K^] and is known as tangential stiffness matrix,
formulation of which requires calculation of various linear and
nonlinear strain displacement coefficient matrices«

2.1 Beam Formulation

The geometry of the beam is characterized by the axial coordinate
y and vertical coordinate z. The cross-sectianal area is A,
the extreme fibres are situated at Z ¦ ± t/2 where t is the
depth of the beam, and behaviour is constant with x, see Pig. 1.
In accordance with Von Karman large deflection theory the strain
at any point of the beam can be obtained from [4]

{e} V + *• w + w
iy 2 ,y ,yy (5)
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where v and w are the displacements in the y and z directions
respectively and a 'comma' denotes derivatives with respect to the
subscript.

Por convenience, total strain vector for a beam is written as

{£} iy »y
y +

yy
r + (6)

in which the first column represents linear terms and the second
gives nonlinear contribution. Here subscript, • p* Stands for
inplane, 'b' for bending and superscript, 'L' Stands for linear and
•II* for nonlinear or large deflection contribution.
Since only straight derivatives are present in the strain vectorj
strain energy ¥ due to bending and extensional forces is only
present and can be defined as

ü - |/{e}T[D]{e} dv

\S {6}T [B]1 [D] [B] {6} dV

|/{6}T[K]{6}dV

where [K] is the stiffness matrix and is defined as

[K] - /[B]T [D] [B] dV

Equation with the help of equation (6) can be written as

"o ; i^.
U

1
2 ^- r dV

(7)

(8)

(9)

where D and D, are the extensional and flexural rigidities of the
beam respectively.

To estimate the strain energy or to calculate the strain displacement
relation matrices, the contihuum is divided into a set of

beam elements. The w-nodes form the regulär finite difference
grid pattern and v-nodes are placed in the middle of two w-nodes
in the y direction. At the boundaries, the displacement v and
the rotation w y 6X) are introduced to make the formulation
independent of the boundary conditions. Thus three types of
elements are found necessary, two boundary elements A2 and A3 and one
intermediate element AI representing for all the elements coming
between A2 and A3, refer to Pig. 2.
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Fig. 1 Beam geometry and
stresses

Q) ELEMENT - A 1
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b) ELEMENT - A2

vi,w,,exii * °

c) ELEMENT -A3

Flg.2 Contribution areas
for a beam

Element - AI

Referring to Pig. 2a and equation (6), we can define strains in
terms of displacements by replacing strain derivatives by their
finite difference equivalents.

1 -1
b„ h„L y y

-2 11h^ h h*
y y y

lOW

and

'w 1wl
< w2

w3
L J

to w

Wl- iKy} - l^.ylKy} " I^W«

(io)

(ii)

(12)

Botation {w yj is considered at v node and is assumed to vary
linearly in y over the element. Thus derivative of w can be
related to the bending displacement vector {ö,} by a coefficient
matrix [G ] as

where [ G ]

{6} - {w>y} - [G]{6^

-2y U+2y/hy) -(l-2y/hy)
2hy 2hy

(13)

Pinally the nonlinear strain displacement matrix [ B, ] can be
obtained from [4]

[B*] - [A] [G] (14)
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Element - A2

Beferring to Pig. 2b and equation (6), we can write

IS1} " {»„) '
-2

and

yi v5

-2 _2_ _2_
h2 hy h2

L y J y

iOW

JRJ
Bb i w

(e> Kyl -
ihy V *2J y

'xl

tGHM

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

Element - A3

Eeferring to Pig. 2c and equation (6), we can write

M ¦ t\yy)

2. Z£
1>V "yJlvi ¦ i-p'UV

and

-2 2 -2
U ^ "=7

y y J
•{ W2

'xl

M - {*,y} " * 4 tt-ft

i^W

e
X1

(19)

(20)

(21)

Qnce the strain displacement relation matrices [B ] [B^ ] and
N p D

[BT ] are known, element tangential stiffness matrix can be

obtained from [ 4]

[Kj] «= UL] + [Kj, ] + [ Vi

(5x5)

1*P1
T

] ["pH * LT
f V[Bb]

l\" ]T [Dp][ #
IDpl [B^f +

[ S ] [G]

dV (22)
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where [S] is known as stress matrix and for a beam problem is
given by

S] N_ (23)

It can be noted here that the use of the modified finite difference

scheme results into constant [B ] and [B4J] matrices whereas
P Nthe nonlinear strain displacement matrix ]B?] vary linearly within

the element and hence calculation of nonlinear stiffness matrices
requires numerical Integration.
2.2 Modification for Shallow Arch

Following the shallow arch theory of Marguerre [5], total strain
vector for a large deflection problem can be defined as

{e} ._»Z

»yy

-*- f +

w/E -Jl+ —

(24)

where v is the tangential displacement along circumferential
direction, w is the normal displacement and R is the radlus of
curvature in y direction. »

The change in {£p } can be taken into account by changing [B ]

matrix. Por example, for element - Al, we can write

K} - t'.y> " KM
1 -1 -1

hy
Lwl

BLW6 \
P

J L pJ (25)

Bow the element tangent stiffness matrix is generated by using
this new definition of [B ] Computatianal procedure and other
things remain same as for a beam problem.

3. STABILITY ANALYSE)

If the displacements, but not Stresses, are such that the influence

of the initial displacements can be ignored, i.e. the nan-
linear stiffness matrix [ K^ ] «0, then equation (4) can be
written as

d {*} " ([KL1^+ [KyD d {6} (26)
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If initial stress matrix [K.^] is evaluated from a linear Solution
at a certain load level and the stresses are assumed to vary
linearly according to some load parameter X, then a linear eigen-
value buckling analysis results characterized by the equation

d{^}= ([KL]1+ [Kg.]) d {6}- 0 (27)

From this 1 can be obtained by solving a typical eigenvalue
problem. The lowest eigenvalue gives the critical stress 6'cr which
can be related to plate constants by a constant factor C as

^cr " C 4^ (28)
L"t

where D is the plate flexural elastic constant and L is the
width of the plate.
This approach can give physically significant answers only if the
elastic Solution gives such deformations that the large deformation

matrix [K^] is identically zero. If the initial displacements

are significant and [KN] is included then such problems are
investigated using the füll tangential stiffness matrix, i.e.
when [ K„ ] d {6} is identically zero, neutral equilibrium is
obtained.

An equilibrium position for an elastic System is stable when the
total potential energy evaluated at the equilibrium position is a
relative minimum. This requires the second Variation of potential
energy to be positive definite. Thus to detect instability, the
sign of |[K<p]f • must be noted. Bifurcation occurs when |[KT]| »0
and the position is unstable when j[K™ ] j < 0.

4. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

The following applications are intended to demonstrate the capabil-
ity of the suggested discrete energy formulation.

4.1 Beam Problem

The method is applied to a variety of large deflection beam
problems. Bewton-Raphson iterative method [4] with incremental loading

is used for the Solution of nonlinear algebraic equations and
•Euclidean norm1 displacement criterian [6] is used with one per
cent cut off for ohecking the convergence. A 20 inch long beam
of Square oross-section, 1/8 in x 1/8 in, is considered for
analysis. The modulus of elasticity is E 30x106 psi. The beam is
divided into 10 equal parts which result into 11 elements, 25 num-
ber of unknowns and a band width of 6.
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The first beam problem is a fixed beam subjected to a central
point load. Only half of the beam is analysed. Load deflection
response is presented in Fig. 3. A total of 6 load increments are
used and for each level of loading Newton-Raphson iteration is
used. DEM requires 21 iterations for convergence with time/cycle
as 5 seconds on EC 1030 Computer. Deflection values compare well
with the exact values obtained by Prisch-Pay [7].

LINEAR

- U

1=10"

DEM

ANALYTICAL

LOAO PL /El

Fig.3 Clamped beam under central point load

Hext, a hinged beam subjected to a central point load is analysed.
DEM requires a total of 18 iterations for final convergence. Again
time/cycle is 5 seconds. Comparison of central deflection with
the results obtained by Wood [8], by using finite element method
(10 elements), is shown in Fig. 4.
Again the same idealization, geometry and sectional properties are
used for analysing a cantilever beam problem subjected to an end
load. A total of 16 iterations are required for reaching the final
load value of 3.0 with time/cycle as 5 seconds. The results are
presented in Pig. 5.
It is clear from the graphs presented that the discrepancy between
the deflection values obtained for beam problems is less than 5

per cent with the finite element and analytical results.
4.2 Shallow Circular Arch Problem

A shallow circular arch fixed at the end and subjected to a central
point load is analysed based on discrete energy formulation. 12
elements are used and only half of the arch is analysed. The füll
tangential stiffness matrix is used to detect instability. The
load deflection response is shown in Fig. 6 together with the
critical load value. Results are compared with those obtained by
Marcal [9] and with Gjelsvik1s experimental results [10]. DEM
shows a slightly higher value of the critical load compared to the
experimental value while Marcal obtained a lower bound Solution by
using finite element method with 16 elements.
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4.3 Shallow Cyllndrieal Shell Problem

Shallow Shell discrete energy formulation described elsewhere [3]
is used here to analyse a clamped shallow cylindrical Shell
subjected to uniform normal pressure. 4x4 discretization is used
and only one quarter is analysed due to two way symmetry which
results into 105 unknowns.

Load deflection behaviour obtained by using DEM is presented in
Fig. 7 • Value of the critical load at which determinant becomes
zero is also given. The critical load value obtained is comparable
with the Solutions obtained by Gallagher [11], Dhatt [12] and
Morin [13].

4.4 Plate Problems

Here bifurcation instability analysis of a plate loaded purely in
its own plane is presented. As lateral deflections, w, are pro-
duced only due to inplane action, the small deflection theory gives
an exact Solution and only initial stability is considered.

A fixed square plate is first analysed for uniform compression in
one direction and then it is analysed for uniform compression from
two directions. Due to symmetry only quarter of the plate is dis-
cretized. 4x4 DEM discretization results into only 45 unknowns
as only lateral displacements are considered.

The lowest eigenvalue gives the critical stress. Values of
factor C obtained by using DEM for a fixed Square plate under two
loading conditions are compared with the values obtained by Kapur
and Hartz [14] using finite element method and also with exact
values [15]. The comparison presented in Table 1 shows very good
agreement.

Table - 1 Comparison of Factor C for a Fixed Plate

Method
Number
of urr

knowns

Compression in one
direction

Compression in two
directions

Value of
C

Error in
percen-
tage

Value of
C

Error in
percen-
tage

1 DEM (4x4)
2 FEM (4x4)
3 Exact [15]

45

75

10.340

9.782

10.070

+2.68

-2.86

5.551

5.160

5.315

+4.44

-2.92
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5. CONCLUSIONS

By using modified finite difference approach, in conjunction with minimum energy
principle, a simplified and systematic method of derivation has been discussed for
development of tangent stiffness matrices for geometrically nonlinear structural
Problems.

As the number of unknown displacements to be evaluated are less and since numerical
integrations are avoided for calculating element inplane and bending linear stiffness
matrices, computationally the present method is faster than the equivalent finite
element scheme and requires less Computer core storage.

Finally, on the basis of the numerical results presented here, as well as the results
presented by the authors earlier [3,16j, it can be stated that whereever applicable
the proposed formulation can hope to achieve computational economy without much loss
of accuracy because of fewer degrees of freedom and fewer computations.
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